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Calculation of interfacial tension from density of states
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A density of states Monte Carlo formalism is used to calculate the interfacial tension of a simple
fluid ~3D Ising model! and of free-standing polymer films on a lattice. Good agreement is found
between the results of these calculations and literature values. The proposed approach is efficient
and provides the surface tension over a wide range of temperature from a single simulation. It has
the additional advantage of being equally applicable to systems interacting through continuous
potential energy functions, discontinuous functions, and systems on a lattice. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1540613#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interfacial properties of a system are of considera
interest, both from a technological and a fundamental p
spective. As the scale of devices shrink to the nanom
length scale, interfacial properties are expected to play
important role in their behavior. A number of recent stud
suggest that the properties of thin polymer films exhibit fu
damentally different properties from the bulk on account
the interfaces present in these systems~e.g., different glass
transition temperature1,2!. In order to study and understan
the properties of ultra small systems, it is important to d
velop or refine our ability to calculate the interfacial tensi
of relevant interfaces.

One of the most common methods used to calculate
terfacial tension is based on the normal and tangential p
sure profiles of an interfacial system.3–5 For continuous and
differentiable potentials, these pressure profiles can be ca
lated by using the Kirkwood or Harashima conventions.6–8

However, in the absence of continuously differentiable p
tentials, such conventions cannot be used. For some syst
an analysis of the capillary wave spectrum9,10 has been pro-
posed to extract the surface tension. Calculations base
capillary wave theory, however, require large system si
for the wave spectrum to get established and relax, as we
simulations of different system sizes to study the scaling
interfacial width. In the case of polymeric systems at te
peratures far from the critical point or in the vicinity of th
glass transition temperature, the relevant relaxation times
come extremely long, thereby requiring long simulations
different method used to obtain the interfacial tension
based on multicanonical simulations11 in the grand-canonica
ensemble.12 Such a method, however, is limited to situatio
where grand-canonical simulations are feasible. For lo
polymers, the required insertion and deletion of chain m
ecules can be problematic, and alternative approaches c
be of use.

In this paper, we propose a procedure for calculation
interfacial tensions that relies on a density of states algori
and the difference in free-energy between bulk and inte

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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cial systems. We find that this method is computationa
efficient, accurate, and permits study of both continuous
discontinuous potentials, as well as systems on a lattice.

II. METHODS

A. Calculating the interfacial tension

For an interfacial system, the Helmholtz free-energy
the system can be written as

F52pV1mN1gA, ~1!

whereF is the Helmholtz free-energy,p is the pressure,V is
the volume,m is the chemical potential,N is the number of
molecules,g is the interfacial tension, andA is the interfacial
area of the system. This equation can be rearranged as
lows:

g5
F1pV2mN

A
. ~2!

The interfacial tension of a system at temperatureT can be
determined from the knowledge of the coexistence proper
@m(T),p(T)# and the free-energy of the systemF(T). In this
work, a density of states formalism is used to calculateF for
an interfacial system and to determine its coexistence p
erties.

In the case of a grand-canonical simulation at coex
ence, the probability distribution of the density,P(f), ex-
hibits two peaks corresponding to the coexisting phas
Configurations corresponding to intermediate densities ty
cally involve the formation of an interface and, therefo
have a much lower probability of occurring~due to the as-
sociated free-energy cost of the interface formation!. The
free-energy,F(f), associated with this probability distribu
tion can be written as12

F~f!52kBT log P~f!. ~3!

The difference in free-energy between that of the coexist
phases,Fcoex, and that of the intermediate configuration
involving the interface,F int , provides another route for cal
culation of the interfacial tension. Formally, this can be e
pressed as
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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g5
F int2Fcoex

A
. ~4!

B. Density of states

In order to calculateF(T) for an interfacial system we
use a density of states algorithm. The details of the algori
can be found elsewhere.13,14 In brief, a random walk is per-
formed in energy space with probability proportional
1/V(U), whereU is the potential energy andV(U) is the
density of states of the system. The simulation initially sta
with V(U)51 for all U, and gradually converges to th
requiredV(U) using a set procedure. OnceV(U) is ob-
tained ~up to the required accuracy!, the thermodynamic
properties can be calculated from the partition function. T
Helmholtz free-energy can be calculated as

F52kBT lnF(
U

V~U !exp~2bU !G . ~5!

This formalism has been extended to the grand canon
ensemble,15 where the number of particles in the system
allowed to fluctuate. In this case, the two-dimensional d
sity of statesV(N,U) is calculated, whereN is the number
of particles in the system. The probability of observing
system havingN particles is given by

P~N!5
(UV~N,U !exp~2bU1bmN!

(N(UV~N,U !exp~2bU1bmN!
. ~6!

At coexistence, this probability distribution exhibits tw
peaks of equal area. The chemical potentialm at coexistence
can be determined by manipulating the probability distrib
tion function ~through m! until the equal-area criterion i
met. The coexistence pressurep can then be calculate
from15

^pV&5
kBT

V
ln (

N<No
(
U

V~N,U !exp~2bU1bmN! ~7!

and

^pL&5
kBT

V
ln (

N.No
(
U

V~N,U !exp~2bU1bmN!,

~8!

where No is a threshold number of particles such that
N<No the system is considered to be a vapor, and forN
.No the system is considered to be a liquid.

The algorithm employed here to calculate the density
states gives the relative density of states. In the case
grand-canonical simulation, the exact value of the density
states is known to be unity for a fully-occupied syste
thereby providing an absolute value for the density of sta
However, for the interfacial system, only relative fre
energies are obtained~F is only known to within an additive
constant!.

C. Model

We have studied two systems on a simple cubic lattice
unit lengths. The occupied sites on the lattice interact via
nearest-neighbor potential energy of magnitude2e.
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In the first system molecules occupy an individual latti
site. ~This model is equivalent to the 3D Ising model.! The
canonical density of states simulation was performed fo
system of size 30315315 comprising 3000 occupied lattic
sites. The grand-canonical density of states simulation
performed on a smaller system of size 83838.

The second system consists of free-standing polym
films on a cubic lattice. The polymer chains are represen
by self-avoiding random walks. The details of this syste
and the methods used for equilibration can be fou
elsewhere.16 The chain lengthL considered here is 100 site
The number of chainsNc used in this work is 125. All the
results are reported in reduced variables, i.e., tempera
T* 5kT/e and densityf5Ns3/V.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the density of states obtained for a fi
of the simple fluid. Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional de
sity of states used for the calculation of phase coexiste
properties. Using Eq.~3!, we have plottedF(f) for T*
50.65 in Fig. 3. Note that the free energy in the interfac
region is flat, thereby indicating that the system size e
ployed in this example is sufficiently large. The values ofg
obtained are in good agreement with literature results
demonstrate the correctness of the method proposed her
Fig. 4, the values ofg obtained from Eqs.~2! and ~4! are
compared to those reported in the literature.17–19 The latter
results were obtained from a virtual site removal strateg17

and by thermodynamic integration,18,19 respectively. Results
from thermodynamic integration are expected to be m
accurate due to limitations of the site removal strategy.17 The
agreement between our calculations and the values repo
in literature is excellent over the entire temperature ran
considered in this study.

The method proposed here provides a means of calcu
ing g as a continuous function of temperature from a sin
simulation. One should note, however, that the free-ene
obtained from the density of states of the interfacial syst
is accurate to within an additive constant. This method the

FIG. 1. Canonical density of states for a simple fluid~3D Ising model! thin
film.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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fore requires calibration with one point to arrive at absol
values ofg. We have used the value ofg at T* 50.75 ~from
the literature18! to calibrate our data. In the case of the gran
canonical density-of-states simulations, the absolute va
of V(N,U) are known and the interfacial tension obtain
from Eq. ~4! does not require a calibration point.

For polymer chains we have determined the coexiste
chemical potential through the incremental chain insert
method.20 Since the temperatures studied in this work are
from the critical point, we have assumed the value of
coexistence pressure to bep50. We have considered thre
different film thicknesses to verify the validity of our result
the value ofg should not be a function of film thickness. I
the absence of a calibration point for this system, we h
plotted the change in interfacial tensionDg as a function of
T* for the three films~Fig. 5!. We find that the curves for the

FIG. 2. Grand canonical density of states for a lattice fluid~3D Ising
model!. Each individual line represents the density of states at a cons
value ofN. For clarity, the density of states shown in this figure correspo
to a lattice of size 53535. The results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 were obtain
on a lattice of size 83838.

FIG. 3. Free-energyF(f) from a grand-canonical ensemble simulatio
showing the free-energy barrier due to interface formation. The symboL,
V, andI refer to liquid, vapor, and interfacial configurations, respective
Downloaded 02 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to A
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different thicknesses overlap with each other, indicating t
the temperature dependence ofg is indeed independent o
thickness.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the use of a density of states
malism to calculate the interfacial tension of monomers a
polymers on a lattice. The agreement obtained between
method and published literature values is excellent. In
case of a simple lattice fluid, the grand canonical density
states can be obtained with modest computational efforts
provides two routes for calculation ofg @through Eqs.~2!
and ~4!#. For long polymer chains, the calculation of th
grand canonical density-of-states is more demanding
therefore only Eq.~2! was used in this work.

The computational cost and time involved in these me
ods is modest compared to that of existing methods for
culation of interfacial tension. This is especially true f
polymeric systems, where large systems are required for

nt
d

FIG. 4. Interfacial tensiong for a simple lattice fluid~3D Ising model!.

FIG. 5. Change in interfacial tensiong with temperature for polymer chains
of 100 segments on a cubic lattice. Results are shown for three diffe
thicknessesh.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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illary waves to form and equilibrate, and where metho
based on virtual site removal strategy have not been
plored.
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